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With his long dreadlocks and
slouchy beanie, Abdallah Ahmed
has always known his choice of

lifestyle means trouble in Sudan, where
long-oppressed Rastafarians say they are
being targeted anew. Ahmed, 31, has for
years been enamored of the Rastafari tra-
dition which emerged in Jamaica last cen-
tury and for him represents “telling the
truth, being courageous, fighting for
rights”.

The number of Rastafarians in Sudan
is unknown, and the community had
largely lived underground under the auto-
cratic rule of Omar Al-Bashir, who was
ousted in April 2019 following mass
protests against his regime. “We were
very enthused after Bashir’s fall,” said
Ahmed, a long-time Bob Marley fan also
known as “Maxman”, at an art exhibition
where he performed reggae music with
his band.

“Musicians and artists flourished,” said
Ahmed, donning brightly colored head
and wrist bands. But a brief whiff of free-
dom did not last as a post-Bashir transi-
tion to civilian rule was upended last year
when army chief Abdel Fattah Al-Burhan
led a military coup. Rastafarianism con-
siders former Ethiopian emperor Haile
Selassie to be its Messiah, but like many
followers in Sudan, Ahmed told AFP that
he saw it “not as a religion”.

“It’s a lifestyle, and it’s me.” Under
Bashir, community members were regu-
larly harassed, had their heads shaved
and faced persecution under stringent
public order laws restricting how people
dress or behave in public. Ahmed said he
had been arrested for drug possession in
2017 while performing music in public,
and was flogged 20 times.

Followers of the Rastafari tradition
have always been “easy targets” for secu-

rity forces due to their looks, said Ahmed,
who was also frisked by security person-
nel during a Khartoum protest in
November and faced charges of “causing
public disturbance”. “It, however, never
stopped us from growing our hair,” he
added. “Some of us died while holding on
to their personal lifestyle.”

‘Rasta never dies’ 
The killings of several Sudanese

Rastafarians in mass anti-coup demon-
strations since Burhan’s takeover last
year have given rise to a popular protest
slogan: “The Rasta never dies”. At least
121 people have been killed in the crack-
down on protests since the October 2021
coup, according to pro-democracy
medics. Noting the “peacefulness and
spontaneity” of the demonstrations, 35-
year-old film-maker Afraa Saad told AFP
“this made us believe they were being

especially targeted”. “I believe the slogan
emerged to say that their good reputation
will last.”

As a woman, Saad said, she has faced
greater scrutiny than male Rastafarians
since she first embraced the tradition dur-
ing the height of the anti-Bashir demon-
strations. “The most persistent objection
is: why would a girl wear dreadlocks when
there are other more acceptable hair-
styles,” she said, noting a “prevalent
stereotype” tying dreadlocks with drug
use and “unbecoming behavior”.

Saad sees her lifestyle choice as part
of Sudanese women’s uphill battle against
strict policing of social mores since the
Bashir regime. Women were at the fore-
front of the mass protests against the

longtime autocrat’s rule, voicing their
anger at decades of discrimination that
severely restricted their role in society.

“I simply don’t heed to this,” Saad said.
“This is my identity and it’s who I am.” For
some in Sudan, wearing dreadlocks, lis-
tening to reggae music or having a Rasta-
like lifestyle is merely an act of defiance.
Saleh Abdalla, 26, who wears his hair in
short dreadlocks, said it was his way of
protesting the October 2021 military coup.
“We are refusing all violations that take
place on behalf of authorities,” he told
AFP during one anti-coup demonstration
in the capital Khartoum last month. “I will
keep the Rasta (dreadlocks) until the
regime falls.”— AFP

Netflix on Thursday unveiled a long-
awaited trailer for a six-part
docuseries in which Prince Harry

and wife Meghan lift the lid on their lives in
the royal family. Omid Scobie, a close
friend and biographer of the couple, tweet-
ed that the series would be aired on
December 8, adding it will share “the other
side of their love story and the challenges
they faced”. The announcement coincides
with Harry’s elder brother William’s first trip
to the United States as Prince of Wales
and another race row within the family
back home.

William-the heir to the throne-has been
forced to part ways with one of his god-
mothers after she used racially charged
language to a black British woman at a
palace reception on Tuesday. Harry and
Meghan, a mixed-race former television
actress, cited racism in the royal household
as one of the reasons for their acrimonious
departure almost three years ago.

Royal insiders described William’s visit
to Boston to present his annual climate
change awards to innovators on Friday as
his “Superbowl moment”. But Scobie
tweeted that “if tomorrow is Prince
William’s Super Bowl, then here’s your
Halftime Show” as he shared the trailer.

“With commentary from friends, family, and
historians discussing the state of the British
Commonwealth today (and the Royal
Family’s relationship with the press), the

Netflix series aims to ‘paint a picture of our
world and how we treat each other’,” he
added. The family will be braced for more
revelations from the docuseries and
Harry’s autobiography “Spare”, which is
due out in January.—AFP
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New York,
Singapore top 
‘world’s costliest
city’ survey
New York and Singapore are jointly

the world’s most expensive cities
after inflation soared this year, an

annual survey showed Thursday. The sur-
vey revealed “the soaring cost of living in
the world’s biggest cities as the war in
Ukraine and continuing pandemic restric-
tions disrupt supply chains, particularly for
energy and food”. New York hit the top
spot for the first time, while Damascus and
Tripoli remained the cheapest cities.
Prices rocketed by an average 8.1 percent
in the 172 major cities covered by the EIU
survey, conducted between August and
September.

The survey “also shows the impact of
the strong US dollar on our city rankings”,
it noted. A total of 50,000 worldwide prices
were converted into dollars. The US cur-
rency has jumped this year as the Federal
Reserve hikes interest rates by large
amounts to try and tame decades-high
inflation. In addition to New York, Los

Angeles and San Francisco moved into
the top ten. The biggest upward movers
were Moscow and St Petersburg, “which
shot up by 88 and 70 places respectively
as prices soared amid Western sanctions
and buoyant energy markets supported
the rouble”.

Upasana Dutt, who headed the
research, said “the war in Ukraine,
Western sanctions on Russia and China’s
zero-COVID policies have caused supply-
chain problems that, combined with rising

interest rates and exchange-rate shifts,
have resulted in a cost-of-living crisis
across the world.” “We can clearly see the
impact in this year’s index, with the aver-
age price rise across the 172 cities in our
survey being the strongest we’ve seen in
the 20 years for which we have digital
data,” she added. — AFP 

Britain’s Meghan, Duchess of Sussex (left) and
Britain’s Prince Harry, Duke of Sussex, attend
the annual One Young World Summit at
Bridgewater Hall in Manchester, north-west
England.-AFP 
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Afraa Saad, a 35-year-old Sudanese filmmak-
er, plays with her hair during an interview in
the capital Khartoum.— AFP photos 

Sudanese Rastafari Ahmed, 31, also known as
Max Man, talks during an interview at an art
exhibition in Sudan’s capital Khartoum.

Sudanese Rastafari Ahmed, 31, also know as Max Man, performs reggae music with his band at
an art exhibition in Sudan’s capital Khartoum.

Sudanese visit a Rastafari art exhibition in
Sudan’s capital Khartoum. 


